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ABSTRACT

Research has yielded approaches to predict future defects in software artifacts based on historical information, thus assisting companies in effectively allocating limited development resources and developers in reviewing each others’ code changes. Developers are unlikely to devote the same effort to inspect each software artifact predicted to contain defects, since the effort varies with the artifacts’ size (cost) and the number of defects it exhibits (effectiveness). We propose to use Genetic Algorithms (GAs) for training prediction models to maximize their cost-effectiveness. We evaluate the approach on two well-known models, Regression Trees and Generalized Linear Model, and predict defects between multiple releases of six open source projects. Our results show that regression models trained by GAs significantly outperform their traditional counterparts, improving the cost-effectiveness by up to 240%. Often the top 10% of predicted lines of code contain up to twice as many defects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Statistical modeling has been frequently used in empirical software engineering to analyze software projects [7]. One of its leading applications is to create prediction models to anticipate where defects will occur in a software system. Such models are valuable in different contexts: For example, Kim et al. demonstrate their importance in efficient API testing, where prediction models increase the testing effectiveness in industrial environments [20]. Researchers and practitioners underline their importance to effectively allocate human and computing resources [11], for example during code review [5].

In early efforts, researchers (e.g., [41]) had investigated prediction models to provide a binary classification of each software artifact: Likely or not likely to incur in future defects. Commonly used evaluation metrics were precision and recall [41] or the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. The AUC plots the classes correctly classified as defective against those incorrectly classified as defective, as the prediction model’s discrimination threshold varies.

Recently, researchers noted that the effort required by developers towards inspecting artifacts suggested by binary classification models vary depending on the artifact [25]. Larger and more complex software artifacts require additional inspection effort, thus hindering both the usefulness and the effectiveness of the prediction. As a solution, researchers have proposed to rethink prediction in terms of cost-effectiveness: Artifacts should be inspected in the order that maximizes the ratio between the number of defects found and the effort spent (effort usually approximated by the size of the artifacts) [11]. In this context, commonly used evaluation metrics are: (i) the cost-effective AUC (AUC-CE) [11], which represented a weighted version of the more traditional AUC metric; and (ii) the \( P_{effort} \) metric [11].

In every effort-aware prediction model presented so far—regardless of the employed statistical mechanism—the model is not directly trained to find the best fit to rank on the cost-effectiveness, rather to predict the raw number of defects, \( i.e., \) an approximation of it.

The idea we propose and evaluate in this paper is to use genetic algorithms (GAs) to automatically tweak the coefficients of a prediction model such that the cost-effectiveness on the training set is maximized. Menzies et al. [28] were the first to propose the idea of manually tuning the internal parameters of a rule learner to find the proper settings, thus leading to a learner that significantly outperforms standard learning methods [28]; here, we aim to automatically train statistical models. We use GAs to evolve the coefficients of regression algorithms to build a model optimizing the cost-effectiveness on the training set, under the assumption that it will also predict cost-effectiveness better on the test set.

We assess our idea by implementing it and conducting an empirical evaluation on a number of distinct software systems and releases. As our baseline, we consider widespread statistical regression models (\( i.e., \) generalized linear regression model (GLM) and regression trees (RT)) and metrics (\( i.e., \) Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metrics and Lines of Code (LOC)). Our results show that our approach significantly outperforms traditional models.
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2. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM

Researchers have studied the relation between characteristics of the source code or the development process of a project and its evolution for more than two decades.

2.1 Previous work

Prediction approaches. Researchers devised a number of defect prediction approaches to guide software maintenance and evolution by identifying more defect-prone software artifacts [11]. These approaches are based on statistical models, whose main difference is the diverse sets of predicting metrics and the underlying algorithms that learn from these metrics and make predictions [15, 37]. Examples of metrics are the Chidamber and Kemerer’s object-oriented (CK) metrics [10, 6], structural metrics [3] or process metrics [29]. Examples of algorithms are logistic regression used by Zimmermann et al. [40]; Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), radial basis function (RBF), k-nearest neighbor (KNN), regression tree (RT), dynamic evolving neuro-fuzzy inference system (DENFIS), and Support Vector Regression (SVR) used by Elish [14]; Bayesian networks used by Bechta [31]; and Naive Bayes, J48, Alternative Decision Tree (ADTTree), and One-R considered by Nelson et al. [30]. Recently, other researchers have proposed further advanced machine learning techniques, such as ensemble learning [23], clustering algorithms [36], and combined techniques [32]. Lessman et al. [22] evaluated 22 classification models and showed that there is no statistical difference between the top-17 models when classifying software modules as defect prone. Meta-heuristics have been also investigated, such as using genetic algorithms (GAs) [13, 19, 23] or genetic programming (GP) [1] to build prediction model aimed at optimizing traditional performance metrics for classification problems, such as precision, recall, and f-measure.

Effort-aware prediction. Mende et al. [25], Kamei et al. [28], and D’Ambros et al. [11] are among the first to warn of the importance of taking into account the effort needed to review the files suggested by prediction models. Traditional performance metrics used for binary predictions (precision, recall, f-measure, AUC [32], error sum, median error, error variance, and correlation [11]) are not well-suited to evaluate prediction since they give the same priority/importance to all defect-prone software components. Instead, in a practical scenario engineers would give different priorities to different files [11, 25, 18].

Previous work proposed performance metrics (e.g., AUC-CE and \( P_{\text{effort}} \)) designed for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of prediction models [11, 34, 17, 32, 33, 28]. However, the models were still built using traditional training algorithms; for example, D’Ambros et al. [11] trained traditional linear regression models using the classical iteratively re-weighted least square algorithm; Rahman and Devanbu [33] used four different machine learning techniques (i.e., Logistic Regression, J48, SVM, and Naive Bayes) that were trained using the corresponding classical learning algorithms.

2.2 Problem statement

Even if previous work [25, 18, 11] proposes to evaluate prediction model using new effort-aware metrics based on the required inspection effort, these metrics have not been used to train the statistical models. In fact, statistical and machine learning techniques have been used to find models that minimize the prediction error when computing the number of defects in a software artifact, not to maximize the cost-effectiveness (which is a different problem). Moreover, cost-effective metrics have been used to assess the final quality of a model (e.g., as a post training process). Therefore, models are built onto a training set optimizing some performance metric (e.g., relative error and precision with respect to number of defects), but they are evaluated on the test set using different metrics (e.g., AUC-CE).

Menzies et al. [28] were the first to propose the idea of considering the effort (LOC) in the inner loop of a rule learner (i.e., WHICH). The WHICH parameters were manually tuned to find the settings leading to the best cost-effectiveness and this lead WHICH to significantly outperform standard learning methods [28]. In practice, the proposed solution requires to (i) manually tune the parameters and (ii) manually inspect the results on the test set to verify whether the performance is improved with respect to standard learning methods (i.e., using the oracle).

Our goal. In this work, we aim at automatically finding the internal parameter values that optimize the cost-effectiveness (on the training set), instead of manually tuning them. To this aim, we present a general framework to train any regression model with GAs to effectively explore the search space of possible parameters, where the quality of each parameters’ setting (represented as a GA individual) is evaluated based on its cost-effectiveness detected on the training set.

In the following we present the two statistical models that we use to instantiate our general framework (i.e., GLM and RT). These statistical models make different assumptions over the training data and have been widely used in a number of defect prediction scenarios [11, 21], thus making them good candidates as subjects for this study.

2.3 Generalized linear regression

GLM is a generalization of the traditional linear regression model that relaxes some of the traditional assumptions, such as the normal distribution of data points and identical variance of the predictors. A GLM consists of three main components: (i) independent variables, (ii) a linear function, and (iii) a link function. In our case the (i) independent variables \( M = \{m_1, \ldots, m_k\} \) are the software metrics used as explanatory variables of the scalar dependent variable \( Y \), i.e., the number of defects. The (ii) linear function condenses the independent variable into a scalar value \( \eta \) with a set of linear coefficients \( B = \{\alpha, \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_k\} \) such that

\[
\eta = \alpha + \beta_1 \times m_1 + \cdots + \beta_k \times m_k \tag{1}
\]

The (iii) link function is a smooth and invertible linearizing function \( f \) that provides the relationship between the expectation of the outcome \( \mu = E(Y) \) and the linear function:

\[
f(\mu) = \eta = \alpha + \beta_1 \times m_1 + \cdots + \beta_k \times m_k \tag{2}
\]

If the link function is the identity function with the underlying assumption that the data points are normally distributed, then Equation 2 corresponds to the traditional
A regression tree (RT) is based on a tree-like structure where the internal nodes (i.e., decision nodes) contain decision rules on software metrics (e.g., number of classes) while the leaf nodes are the prediction outcomes, i.e., number of defects a given class (see Figure 1). A decision rule is based on a software metric $m_i$ and a decision coefficient $x_i$ and it verifies whether a specific condition (e.g., if $m_i < x_i$) is reached or not, thus partitioning the decision in two branches (true and false). Given a specific class instance, the classification is performed by traversing a specific path in the tree according to the set of satisfied conditions (rules) until reaching a leaf node, which contains the final predicted score, e.g., number of defects. For example, a software artifact whose metrics traverse the first true branch in Figure 1 will be classified as defect-prone and its predicted number of defects will be 1.23. During the training process of the tree, a building algorithm is used to find the tree structure that provides the best prediction of the outcome for the training set. Specifically, given the set of software metrics $M = \{m_1, \ldots, m_k\}$, the traditional prediction problem consists in finding the regression tree model which minimizes the Mean Squared Error (MSE) [35]. One of the most used algorithms to solve this problem is the CART greedy algorithm, which applies a top-down strategy to derive the best structure of the tree through a subsequent splitting process.

### 3. PROPOSED SOLUTION

We hypothesize that if the target of prediction models is the cost-effectiveness and the models are evaluated differently with respect to traditional classification and regression problems, then models trained using a different, more appropriate training algorithms than traditional ones would show better results. Therefore, we propose to modify the training algorithm such that artifacts likely to have higher defect density are given higher priority.

To this end, instead of minimizing the MSE, we wish to maximize the ratio between the cumulative number of defects (effectiveness) and the total amount of code to inspect (cost), with regard to the list of predicted artifacts, ordered by their defect-proneness. Specifically, let $O = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}$ be the list of artifacts in the training set ordered by their predicted scores produced by a regression model $f_B$, where

$$
B = \{\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_k\}
$$

is the set of regression coefficients. We reformulate the defect prediction problem as follows:

**Problem 1.** For the regression model $f_B$, find the set of coefficients $B = \{\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_k\}$ that maximizes its cost-effectiveness, i.e., maximizing the cumulative number of defects encountered when inspecting the LOC for the predicted artifacts in the ordering $O = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}$:

$$
\max \varphi(F_B) = \sum_{i=2}^{n} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} \text{defects}(a_j) \times LOC(a_i) \right)
$$

In the equation above, $\sum_{j=1}^{i-1} \text{defects}(a_j)$ denotes the cumulative number of defects for the first $i-1$ artifacts in the ordering $O$. Finally, $LOC(a_i)$ measures the lines of code of the $i$-th artifact in the ordering $O$. We use the LOC metric as a proxy for effort as previously done [25, 4, 11, 8, 32, 9].

The fitness function reported in Equation 3 measures the AUC-CE using the rectangle rule, i.e., by summing-up the areas of rectangles forming the grey-area in Figure 2. This Figure plots the cost-effective ROC (ROCE) drawn by a given ordering $O = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}$ of software artifacts produced by a regression model $f_B$. Specifically, ROCE plots on the $y$ axis the cumulative number of actual defects encountered when analyzing the first $i$ artifacts, whose cumulative inspection cost (approximated by artifacts size) is reported on the $x$ axis. Hence, the function $\varphi$ is equal to the sum of the rectangles with the following height and width:

$$
\text{Height}_i = \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} \text{defects}(a_j)
$$

$$
\text{Width}_i = \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} LOC(a_j) - \sum_{j=1}^{i} LOC(a_j) = LOC(a_i)
$$

The higher the grey-area in Figure 2, i.e., the higher the function $\varphi(F_B)$, the higher the defect density for the first LOC to inspect according to the ordering $O$.

For GLM and RT, Problem 1 can be instantiated as reported below:

**Problem 2.** Find the set of linear combination coefficients $B = \{\alpha, \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_k\}$ to use in Equation 2 to maximize the function $\varphi$. 

![Figure 1: Regression tree for defect prediction.](image1)

![Figure 2: Graphical interpretation of the proposed fitness function](image2)
Problem 3. Let $t$ be the decision tree structure obtained using the CART algorithm. Find the set of decision coefficients $X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_k\}$ for the decision nodes in $t$ to maximize the function $\varphi$.

Therefore, we use the proposed function $\varphi$ as the measure for predicting the performances of GLM and RT in the context of defect prediction.

3.1 Training Regression Models With GAs

To solve the aforementioned optimization problems, we apply GAs, i.e., stochastic search algorithms inspired by natural selection and natural genetics. GAs are a class of a global search algorithms that uses multiple candidate solutions to explore, in parallel, multiple regions of the search space. In our case, the search space is denoted by the set of all possible sets of linear combination coefficients $B = \{\alpha, \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_k\}$ for GLM, and the set of decision coefficients $X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_k\}$ for RT. A candidate solution (individuals) is represented as an array with $k$ floats (chromosome), where each element represents one regression coefficient in $B$ or a decision coefficient in $X$. Thus, an individual is a particular GLM configuration or RT configuration, depending on the technique we are training.

GAs start with a random generated set of chromosomes (population), i.e., randomly generated GLM or RT configurations. Then, the population is evolved during subsequent iterations (generations) using three genetic operators: (i) selection, (ii) crossover, and (iii) mutation. During each generation the chromosomes are first evaluated according to the fitness function to be optimized (function $\varphi$ in our case). The best (fittest) chromosomes are then selected for reproduction using a selection operator. During this phase, new chromosomes (i.e., offspring) are generated by recombining genes (chromosome elements) between two individuals from the current generation using the crossover operator and the mutation operator. At the end of each generation, the obtained chromosomes are used as starting points for the next generation. Further details on genetic operators and parameters setting used in this paper can be found in Section 4.

In the related literature, previous work applied evolutionary algorithms, and in particular GAs, to defect prediction. However, GAs have been used in order to optimize traditional performance metrics for classification problems [13, 19, 23, 1], such as precision, recall, $f$-measure, and accuracy. For example, Di Martino et al. [13] used GAs for calibrating the parameters of Support Vector Machines (SVM) to optimize the three aforementioned metrics. Liu et al. [23] use an evolutionary algorithm as a stand-alone model for predicting defect-prone classes with the goal of maximizing the accuracy of the prediction. Khoshgoftaar et al. proposed multi-objective genetic programming (GP) to automatically generate classification trees that optimize the accuracy of the prediction, controlling the size of the decision tree. As reported in the survey by Azfal and Torlak [1] other variants of GPs have been used in order to (i) control the size of evolutionary classification trees, (ii) to penalize misclassified instances in the training set, (iii) to maximize the number of correctly classified defect-prone classes (precision) at a fixed level of recall. Recently, Canfora et al. [8, 9] proposed the application of multi-objective genetic algorithms to generate a set of classification models considering file size and recall as two objectives to optimize. Yang et al. [38] used GAs to optimize the ranks of defect-prone software components predicted by simple Linear Regression model (LR) without taking into account the inspection cost.

Previous GA-based and GP-based approaches for defect prediction used classification algorithms (e.g., classification trees and neural networks) and not regression models (our baseline in this paper). Specifically, previous papers use GAs for calibrating algorithms to predict the defect proneness as a binary outcome (i.e., defective or non-defective artifacts) while we use regression models that, by definition, predict continuous values (e.g., number of defects) as done in [11] when measuring the cost-effectiveness. The most important difference with respect to previous approaches is that they use traditional performance metrics for classification problem as fitness functions to optimize [13, 19, 23, 38]. As explained in Section 2, traditional performance are not well-suited to evaluate prediction since they give the same priority/importance to all defect prone software components, independently from their size (cost) and the number of bugs (effectiveness).

Unlike previous papers proposing evolutionary algorithms for defect prediction, we use a different fitness function, which measures the cost-effectiveness of regression models, i.e., their ability to identify earlier software artifacts with higher defect density.

4. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present the design of the study we conduct to empirically evaluate the cost-effectiveness of our approach compared to traditional defect prediction approaches.

The study context consists of data from Java open-source projects, whose characteristic are summarized in Table 1. All steps of the data collection process are implemented in Bash and are available as part of the replication package. To complete the dataset for the defect prediction task we determine the number of bugs in releases $n$ for each class and for each project considering the data in the PROMISE repository [27]. It is important to highlight that we do not use the dataset available in [11]. The main reason is that such dataset do not have many releases and thus, inter-release prediction cannot be performed. Specifically, for each project we use LOC and CK metrics (a reliable set of metrics, well-tested on this task) from several releases and evaluated the effectiveness of our approach in using them to prioritize defect-prone classes in a cost-effective manner. It is important to notice that, while in this paper we used only LOC and the CK metric suite, other software metrics have been used in literature as predictors for building defect prediction models. However, we select the CK suite since it has been widely used to measure the quality of Object-Oriented (OO) software systems. Moreover, the purpose of this paper is not to evaluate which is the best suite of predictors for defect prediction, but to show the benefits of our GA-based cost-aware training process.

We structure our empirical evaluation around the following research questions:

RQ1: Does our cost-aware training process improve the cost-effectiveness of GLM?

RQ2: Does our cost-aware training process improve the cost-effectiveness of RT?

1http://tiny.uzh.ch/p0
4.1 Research settings

We study the following independent factors:

Prediction algorithms. We use the implementations of GLM and RT available in MATLAB [24]. Specifically, for GLM, we use the glmfit routine to train the linear regression model using the identity function as the linking function [11]. For RT, we use the fitrtree routine with CART algorithm for building the tree structure. We also employ the Global Optimization Toolbox, particularly the ga routine, which implements the GAs we use to re-calibrate GLM and RT for the new fitness function proposed in this paper.

Training (release-project prediction). We conduct our empirical evaluation in the context of release-project prediction. In a real testing and maintenance context, release-project prediction means using data from the former releases to train the model used to predict faults for a new release. In other words, to predict the defects of a release \( n \) of a project, we train the model on the data of the project’s previous release \( n - 1 \). For example, for defect prediction we consider as training set CK metrics and LOC (independent variables) for release \( n - 1 \) and the defects (dependent variable) on release \( n - 1 \). As the test set, we apply the trained model to CK metrics and LOC (independent variables) of release \( n \) and try to predict the defects affecting release \( n \) (dependent variable).

Parameters setting. We employ the standard GA configuration used for real-coded (float) problems:

- Population size. We set GAs with a population of 200 individuals, i.e., 200 for GLM and RT configurations.
- Initial population. For each release used as training set, the initial population is uniformly and randomly generated within the solution spaces. We randomly and uniformly generate the initial population in the interval \([-10;10]\), which corresponds to the default configuration for the ga routine.
- Number of generations. We set the maximum number of generations equal to 400.
- Crossover function. We use the blend crossover (BLX-\( \alpha \)) [16], i.e., one of the most used and efficient crossover operators for real-coded (float) chromosomes. We use the standard configuration of \( \alpha = 0.5 \) as previous work in numerical optimization reported that BLX-0.5 performs better than BLX operators with other \( \alpha \) values [16].
- Mutation function. We use the polynomial mutation function with distribution index \( \eta_m = 20 \), which is one of the most used mutation operators for real-coded GAs [12].
- Selection Function. For the selection function we used the roulette wheel selection schema.

To allow reliable detection of statistical differences between the traditional regression models and GAs-based ones, we run the GAs 30 times on each training set and evaluate the obtained models onto the corresponding test set.

4.2 Evaluation

To compare the prediction performance of traditional models and the proposed GA-based approach, we use the cost-effective ROC (ROC-CE), as proposed and employed by previous work [11, 32]. The ROC-CE plots on the \( x \)-axis the cumulative number of LOC to inspect for the predicted classes (cost) and on the \( y \)-axis the corresponding cumulative number of defects (effectiveness) reached by a specific model when considering the classes order by their predicted number of defects. To ease the comparison across models, we use the \( P_{\text{effort}} \) metric [11]. This metric measures the area under the cost-effective ROC curve (AUC-CE) of the evaluated prediction model with respect to the AUC-CE of the optimal classifier, i.e., the ideal classifier that sorts the defect-prone classes in the test set according to the actual number of defects. As described by D’Ambros et al. [11],

\[
P_{\text{effort}} = 1 - \Delta_{\text{effort}}, \quad \Delta_{\text{effort}} = \text{the difference between the AUC-CE of the optimal classifier and the AUC-CE of the prediction model under analysis.}
\]

The \( P_{\text{effort}} \) metric assumes values within the range \([0;1]\) and its optimal value is equal to 1 (when the corresponding prediction model is equivalent to the optimal curve).

We analyze the results to check whether the differences between the \( P_{\text{effort}} \) scores produced by the compared algorithms over 30 independent runs are statistically significant. We use the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test with a significance level \( \alpha = 0.05 \). The Wilcoxon test is non-parametric and does not require any assumption upon the underlying data distribution; we perform a two-tailed test because we do not know \textit{a priori} whether the difference is in favor of GA or the traditional models. Following the guidelines provided in [2] for assessing the performances of randomized algorithms we use the Vargha-Delaney (\( A_{12} \)) statistical test: a non-parametric test for measuring the magnitude of the difference between the \( P_{\text{effort}} \) scores achieved with different algorithms. An effect size \( A_{12} > 0.5 \) means that the \( P_{\text{effort}} \) score yielded by GAs are better than the score produced by RT (or GLM) over 30 independent runs. \( A_{12} < 0.5 \) means RT (or GLM) is better than GAs in terms of \( P_{\text{effort}} \), while \( A_{12} = 0.5 \) means there is no difference between the compared algorithms.

5. RESULTS

Table 2 reports the \( P_{\text{effort}} \) scores achieved by (i) traditional GLM, (ii) traditional RT, (iii) GLM trained with GAs using Equation (3) as fitness function (GLM-GA), and (iv) RT trained with GAs for optimizing Equation (3) (RT-GA). More specifically, for RT-GA and GLM-GA Table 2 report

| Table 1: Java projects considered in the study. |  |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| System | Release | # Classes | % Defective Classes | Average # of Defects |
| Log4j | 1.0 | 125 | 25.19 | 1.79 |
| | 1.1 | 110 | 33.94 | 2.32 |
| | 1.2 | 206 | 92.22 | 2.63 |
| | 2.0 | 196 | 46.43 | 2.94 |
| | 2.2 | 248 | 58.06 | 2.88 |
| | 2.4 | 341 | 59.53 | 3.11 |
| | 1.5 | 237 | 59.49 | 2.43 |
| | 2.0 | 315 | 11.78 | 1.05 |
| | 2.5 | 387 | 64.42 | 2.90 |
| | 3.0 | 443 | 63.57 | 1.78 |
| Synapse | 1.0 | 157 | 10.19 | 1.31 |
| | 1.1 | 222 | 27.03 | 1.65 |
| | 1.2 | 256 | 33.59 | 1.67 |
| Velocity | 1.4 | 197 | 74.62 | 1.42 |
| | 1.5 | 215 | 66.05 | 2.33 |
| | 1.6 | 230 | 33.91 | 2.44 |
| Xalan | 2.4 | 724 | 15.19 | 1.42 |
| | 2.5 | 804 | 48.13 | 1.37 |
| | 2.6 | 886 | 46.39 | 1.52 |
| | 2.7 | 910 | 98.68 | 1.35 |
Table 2: Average $P_{effort}$ scores by models in term of number of defects for test sets over 30 independent runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Training Set</th>
<th>Test Set</th>
<th>Mean St. Dev.</th>
<th>Mean St. Dev.</th>
<th>Mean St. Dev.</th>
<th>Mean St. Dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log4j</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.3920</td>
<td>0.7461</td>
<td>(+7.81%)</td>
<td>0.0272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.4313</td>
<td>0.5938</td>
<td>(+30.95%)</td>
<td>0.0455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucene</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.6836</td>
<td>0.7947</td>
<td>(+24.43%)</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.5167</td>
<td>0.6968</td>
<td>(+44.84%)</td>
<td>0.0378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoI</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.5860</td>
<td>0.5283</td>
<td>(+36.84%)</td>
<td>0.0241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.5563</td>
<td>0.6250</td>
<td>(+36.95%)</td>
<td>0.0252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synapse</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.5448</td>
<td>0.5691</td>
<td>(+44.45%)</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6440</td>
<td>0.6802</td>
<td>(+61.65%)</td>
<td>0.0354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.8232</td>
<td>0.8808</td>
<td>(+56.66%)</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4905</td>
<td>0.8082</td>
<td>(+79.45%)</td>
<td>0.0314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xalan</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.4279</td>
<td>0.7319</td>
<td>(+74.04%)</td>
<td>0.0925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.5472</td>
<td>0.8175</td>
<td>(+49.40%)</td>
<td>0.0068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.4247</td>
<td>0.9141</td>
<td>(+115.22%)</td>
<td>0.0302</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Comparison between Genetic Algorithms and Regression Algorithms when evaluating the achieved cost-effectiveness

(a) GLM for Lucene 2.0 → 1.6

The mean $P_{effort}$ scores achieved over 30 independent runs as well as the corresponding standard deviation. From the analysis of results, we can observe that GA-based regression models (GA-RT and GA-GLM) significantly outperform their traditional counterparts in terms of $P_{effort}$. Indeed, for GLM we observe an overall improvement of 58.40% on average, with minimum improvement of +8.71% for Log4j (version 1.1) and +240.19% for Xalan version 2.7. For RT, the $P_{effort}$ metric improves by up to +115%, with the improvement being at or above 30% in 8 out of 13 releases (38.67% on average). To provide a graphical example for our results, Figure 3, shows the AUC-CE (AUC cost-effectiveness) obtained by GLM and GLM-GA for Lucene when using version 2.0 as training set and version 2.2 as test set. We can observe that the first 10% of KLOC to inspect actually contains roughly the same number of actual defects (around 20%). However, when considering the first 30% of KLOC to inspect, the traditional GLM yields roughly 40% of defects, while the GA approach discovers over 65%.

Cross-comparing the results in Table 2 with the characteristics of projects and releases in Table 1, we observe that the difference in predictive power is especially noticeable between releases where only few classes are defective. In these cases, traditional models fall short and are unable to accurately predict which classes are more defect-prone. We consider some examples. In release 2.0 of PoI, only 11.78% of classes (37 out of 315) have been found to contain bugs. If the developers would pick the first 25% of lines of code predicted to contain defects for further investigation using the traditional RT, this will yield them only 18% of actual bugs (7 out of 39 bugs). Using the GA-based model (GA-RT), developers will actually find 28% of actual bugs (11 out of 39 bugs). Overall, for the scenario of effectively allocating limited resources with the goal of maximizing the positive impact on the development process, our approach offers a stronger solution that existing models. Table 3 reports the results of the Wilcoxon test and of the Vargha-Delaney ($\hat{A}_{12}$) statistical test. In all cases the GA leads to a significant improvement for RT and GLM, with the effect size being large for all test sets.

Summary. Regression models trained by GAs significantly outperform traditional models in terms of cost-effectiveness, especially when there is a small proportion of classes with defects.

Running Time. In terms of execution time, training RT and GLM with GAs requires more time compared to traditional MSE-based training algorithms (which require a few seconds on average). Specifically, in our study, the GA requires on average 2min 6s to train RT and 2min 36s to train GLM to converge. However, this increase in running time presents a small trade-off compared to the ability to better prioritize defect-prone classes. For this analysis, the execution time was measured using a machine with an Intel Core i5 processor running at 2.4GHz with 16GB RAM and using the MATLAB cputime routine, which returns the total CPU time (in seconds) used by a MATLAB script.

6. THREATS TO VALIDITY

This section discusses the threats that could affect the validity of our research and the reported study.

Construct validity. Some of the measures we used to assess the models ($P_{effort}$ metric [25][11]) are widely adopted in the context of defect prediction. Specifically, we rely on $P_{effort}$ metric because it allows us to perform a better evaluation, since, as pointed out by D’ambros et al. [11], it
denotes the difference between the area under the curve of the optimal classifier and the area under the curve of the prediction model. We use the amount of LOC to inspect as proxy indicator of the effort required to analyze/test the predicted software modules, as also done in many previous papers [11, 25, 18, 33, 34, 8]. We are aware that such a measure is not necessarily representative of the real effort cost, although proportional to it [11]. In addition, another threat to construct validity can be related to the used metrics and data sets. Although, for our defect prediction analysis we have performed our study on widely used data sets from the PROMISE repository, we cannot exclude that they can be subject to imprecision and incompleteness.

**Internal validity.** We mitigated the influence of the GA randomness when building the model by repeating the process 30 times and reporting the achieved mean values. Also, it might be possible that the performances of the proposed approach and of the approaches being compared depend on the particular choice of the machine learning technique. In this paper, we evaluated the proposed approach using two statistical models—GLM and RT—that have been extensively used in previous research on defect prediction [11]. We also statistically compared the various model using the Wilcoxon, non-parametric test, to check whether the differences between the $P_{\text{ROC}}$ scores produced by the compared algorithms (over 30 independent runs) are statistically significant or not.

**External validity.** The techniques we tried may show different results when applied to other software systems. To alleviate this, we chose 6 systems with unrelated characteristics. All projects we selected are established, have a long history, and involve many different developers in different phases of their life cycle. The sizes of the systems and the number of defects between releases varies significantly. Nevertheless, there is always a threat of bias regarding results stemming from empirical work [26].

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we hypothesized that current approaches for defect prediction may not reach their full potential, as they are trained on a task that is different from their final target. Specifically, current approaches based on statistical models are trained to find the best fit to predict the raw number of defects in artifacts, while the actual target is to rank them according to the most cost-effective predictions. To investigate this hypothesis, we presented a novel approach based on GA and assessed it through an empirical evaluation.

The proposed GA-based approach is designed to overcome limitations of traditional approaches, modifying the training algorithm so that artifacts likely to exhibit more defect (at the same level of inspection cost) are given higher priority. The results of the empirical evaluation we conducted, involving 6 software projects, show that our GA-based approach significantly outperforms traditional models. In some cases, it can yield classes containing multiple times as many defects in the first 10% or 20% of lines of code to inspected compared to traditional approaches, thus providing a more solid base for resource allocation. Results also show that, in the considered evaluation, the approach improves predictions especially when there are few actual defects occurring, a situation in which traditional models make comparatively inaccurate predictions.

Future research will need to investigate if our approach can be applied to other prediction models (e.g., Bayesian or neural networks) and to other software metrics (e.g., historical bug tracking data or socio-technical information). Moreover, since predictions made by both traditional and optimized models degrade if a project contains a very large number of classes or if different releases show different (heterogeneous) characteristics [7, 39], further research should be conducted to improve predictions for very large projects.
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